Jewish Observance of the Sabbath in Bardaišan’s Book of the Laws of Countries
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The Book of the Laws of Countries (hereafter BLC) is a philosophical dialogue between the Christian sage Bardaišan\(^1\) of Edessa\(^2\) (154-222 CE), the main speaker, and three of his disciples. Although it was composed by one Philip, most scholars assume that the dialogue fairly represents the philosophy and teachings of Bardaišan, a position that is bolstered by ancient testimonia that attribute this text to Bardaišan himself.\(^3\) The dialogue contains a detailed description of the Jewish observance of the Sabbath, specifically a list of the various activities from which Jews refrain on the Sabbath. In this article I would like to assess the source of this list of Shabbat prohibitions. How did Bardaišan come by this information?

**The Book of the Laws of Countries: On Fate**

The first two thirds or so of the book discusses the old philosophical question of fate and free will, good and evil, moral responsibility and determinism, the power of the stars and the planets. Bardaišan is willing to allow that nature, fate, and the stars play a role in determining the course our lives even if, in the end, we humans are moral creatures and are responsible for our actions.


\(^{2}\) In Syriac *Urhai*, today *Urfa*, in south eastern Turkey, near the Syrian border.

\(^{3}\) Drijvers, *Bardaišan* 67 and 76 (“That the work faithfully renders the ideas of Bardaišan can, however, not be doubted”); similar statement in Ramelli, *Bardaišan* 55. Eusebius cites the BLC as the work of Bardaišan in: *Praeparatio Evangelica* 6.10 (in *Historia Ecclesiastica* 4.30 he refers to the same work under a different title, *Against Fate*). The date of composition of the BLC is not known; it may have been composed after Bardaišan’s death. This question does not much matter for my purposes here.
own actions. Hence the name of the book in its Greek version, *On Fate*. The Syriac version—the book is extant complete only in Syriac—is called *The Book of the Laws of Countries* which is an accurate description of the last third or so of the book. The argument here is that astrological signs do not have any power over us, as is evident from that fact the individual members of various countries follow their national customs, no matter what astrological sign or star was ascendant when they were born. Hence, concludes Bardaišan, the customs of nations are stronger than the astrological powers. To make this point Bardaišan briefly surveys some of the salient practices of over a dozen nations, most of them from the region of Edessa or further east (including the “silk-men” of the east and the Brahmans of India), but a few are in the west (Germany, Britain), and at least one nation (the Amazons) is not real at all but fictional. This anti-astrological argument, which scholars call the argument from *nomima barbarika*, has a long history in Greek philosophy; it begins with Carneades in the middle of the second century BCE and is repeated in the writings of many of his successors, including Philo (see below). No doubt Bardaišan was familiar with this scholarly tradition and derived this catalogue of nations and customs from his philosophical education.

But then something new happens, a novel development in the history of the argument from *nomima barbarika*. Bardaišan’s interlocutor suggests that the uniformity of observance of national customs might be due to the power of the planetary rulers of the earth’s zones (אקלים, *klimata* in Greek) that are posited by the Chaldeans (astrologers). Each planet controls a zone or a region and all its inhabitants. Thus the course of one’s life might be determined either by one’s horoscope or by the astrological ruler of the region in which one is located. Perhaps, then, the uniformity of observance of national customs proves the power of these regional rulers, who ensure that the inhabitants of their regions follow the same customs.

---


5 “Countries” is the standard English translation; “regions” or “districts” might be better.


7 In fact, Bardaišan remarks “I shall now begin to relate these [national laws] in so far as I remember them” (p. 40-41 lines14- 15, אשה להאמר נמה דותרת אמא). He is reciting what he has learned.
This pro-astrology argument, which has been called the argument from *astrological geography*, is rejected out of hand by Bardaišan; these regional rulers are fictional, he says, having been invented by the Chaldeans for the sole purpose of rebutting the argument from the *nomima barbarika*. Bardaišan then advances three specific arguments against the idea that astrological rulers of regions are responsible for the observance of the national customs in their regions. First, not all members of a national group necessarily observe the national customs the same way. In his survey of the national customs Bardaišan had already observed that some Hindus eat human flesh, while other Hindus are vegetarians. How can this be explained if all the inhabitants of India are equally under the control of their regional ruler? Second, human sages and rulers can change the laws of their provinces. Bardaišan adduces two specific examples. The Romans, after conquering Arabia, put an end to circumcision that had been practiced there; and King Abgar of Edessa put an end to the self-emasculating that had been practiced by the devotees of Atargatis (the Dea Syria). These facts are hard to understand, says Bardaišan, if national customs are under the tutelage of regional astrological rulers. Third and last, some nations are scattered throughout the world, but wherever they live they follow the same customs. This argument is developed in two complementary ways: (a) since people living in many different regions observe the same customs, they clearly are not under the influence of regional astrological rulers; (b) since they follow their own customs, no matter where they live, and ignore the customs of the people among whom they live, they clearly are not under the influence of regional astrological rulers. To illustrate these arguments Bardaišan adduces Persians and Magians briefly, and Jews and Christians at greater length.

---


9 Pp. 54-55 lines 20-23.


These three arguments seem to be Bardaišan’s original contribution to this debate about astrology; they are not attested anywhere before Bardaišan, and their later appearances, all in the works of Christian authors, may well derive from Bardaišan. Before Bardaišan the promoters of the anti-astrological argument from the *nomima barbarika* had not responded to the counter-argument from astrological geography or cited as anti-astrological evidence the trans-regional character of Jews and Christians. Bardaišan is advancing an original set of arguments.  

**Bardaišan on the Jews**

Here is Bardaišan on the Jews:  

יִהוּדָּיָא קַלְוָוָא דָּכֶלָּוָא נַמְסָּא בִּכְיָוָא בֶּנָּיוָא דֶרֶא בִּיַּמָּוָא דַּתַמְנֵיָא גַדְרִיָא לַגְוָא.  

ல் חָסִי לְסָכֵלָא לְמָפָסָו מֵשָׁחֲא לְסָכֵלָא לְחָסִיָא  

Vo collegli ebbi menso o dì a monsarno deca a memna da tamente da dórno.  

ולא דֶּבֶר לָגוֹיָא בֶּקְטִיָא נַכֶּסְא דַמְשַׁלְתָּה בָּקָלָה.  

אֶלֶּא דַאַרְתֵּהוֹא אוֹלֶּהָא מַחְטִדְתֵּיָא מַנָּוָאכְבָּא অন্তঃপূর্বকে মন্ত্রণীয় কর্ম।  

אֶלֶּא קְוֵיָא סְיָא לְבָּגְרָא אֶזֶּרְא אוֹלֶּהָא בֶּרֶבֶרָא אוֹ לְבָּרְבֵּרָא אוֹ עַבְּרָבֵּרָא אוֹ הַזָּמְבִּים הָא נַמְסָּא ד  

וְיִדְּיָא דַרְנוֹּהָא מְדוּבָּיָא לָא הָאַה מַבּ יְיָא לָא גֵּרָא מַשָּכָה דְכָּלָוָא יִיוּדָּיָא בֵּיָמָא תָּמְנֵיָא בּעַדְוַיָא.  

וְנַדְנָנָא אָלְיוֹ יְרֶהָא וּמַשַּׁפְּטָהוֹפָא דַמְשָׁה.  

כֶלָּוָוָא אֶזֶּרְא דַאַרְתֵּהוֹאשֵׁכָּהוֹפָא אוֹלֶּהָא מַחְטַדֵּרָיָא נַכּוֹפָא לַגְוָא אָרָא אִינָא  

וֹנָבִיָא בּוֹלָלִיָּא מַנָּוָא כֶּלֶּבָא מַנָּוָא כֶּלֶּבָא מַנָּוָא מַרְדֵּיָא מַנָּוָא מַדְמַבָּנָא אֱלָא נַדוַּדְתֵּיָא.  

וְזָדָה לְבָּשַׁתֵּא הָיָיָי  

וְוַיָּהוֹת קְלוּלָיָא בּיְמָא דְשַׁבָּתָהוֹא לָא נַרְאָי סְיָיָא לָא דֶּיָא דיָיָיָא לָא מַשָּכְחָא בּוֹהוֹא אָנָם דְפָקְדָה לָא חָלָקא  

וְנָכָא אוֹ לְדוֹ נַגְוָה אוֹ נַסְתְּרוֹ אוֹ נָבָא אוֹ נָפַדְתָּ הָאֶזְּרְא דְכָּלָוָא בּיָא נַנְשַׁא דַּפְּשַׁבָּא אוֹ לָהוֹוֹ  

אָלִילָ דַּרְמָאָס הָאֶזְּרְא לָא בֵּבָלָבָא אוֹ אֱזֶרְתֵּהוֹת בּוֹבָטֵא אֶזֶּרְא לָגָלוֹא דָלָא הָאַה אֱלַיָא שַׁיְּכָא דָבָא אֶנָשַׁא  

אֶזֶּוָא דְשַׁשְׁלֵטָהוֹא כֶּלֶּבָא בּיָא יְלַדָּיָא אֶפֶד מַדְמַבָּאָוָא וּמַחְטַדֵּרָיָא בּוֹיָא.  

הָלָּיַה גַּרְוַיָא לַמִּתְדִיבָרָיָא בֵּיָיָי.  

But I shall tell you another thing too, more convincing than all the rest to fools and unbelievers.

All the Jews that have received the law of Moses circumcise their male children on the eighth day, without waiting for the coming of stars and without revering the law of

---

12 That the argument for and against astrological geography is extant exclusively in Christian authors of whom Bardaišan is the first, was observed by Boll, *Studien* 185-186. Bardaišan’s originality was argued in 1910 by F. Haase (see Drijvers, *Bardaišan of Edessa* 34) and repeated by Ramelli, *Bardaišan* 24.

the place.\textsuperscript{14} And the star that rules their zone\textsuperscript{15} does not have the power to rule them. But whether they are in Edom or in Arabia, in Greece or in Persia, in the North or in the South, they observe the law laid upon them by their fathers. And clearly they do not do this because of their nativity, for it is impossible that on the eighth day, when they are circumcised, Mars should be in such a position with regard to all Jews, that iron comes over them and their blood is spilt.\textsuperscript{16}

Everywhere they are they do not worship idols, and on one day in the week they and their children desist from all work, from all building, and from all travel, and from buying and selling. Neither do they kill an animal on the Sabbath, kindle a fire, or render judgment. And among them there is found no one who is charged by fate on the Sabbath to be judged and found innocent or to be judged and found guilty,\textsuperscript{17} or to tear down\textsuperscript{18} or to build, or to do a single one of those things which all people do who have not received this law. They have other precepts also, through which they lead a life different from that of other people, although on this day too they beget and are begotten, fall ill and die, for over these things humans have no power.

This passage is remarkable for its tone and its content. Although written by a Christian author, it is completely devoid of anti-Jewish animus. For Bardaišan the Jews are simply one people of many, and their customs are simply just another set of national customs. What makes the Jews useful for Bardaišan is the same thing that makes Christians useful: they live in many areas, they maintain their customs no matter where they live, their customs make them different from their neighbors. Thus Jews, like Christians, provide useful evidence against astrological geography. No hint that the Christians are the true people of God, and that the Jews are not; no hint that the Jews miscomprehend the Torah and that they observe their laws in vain; no hint that the Jews have rejected God, and that God has rejected them. Bardaišan identifies himself as a

\textsuperscript{14} That is, the law set up by the astrological ruler of the region (cf. p. 54-55 line 10 and p. 60-61 line 14). It is possible that Bardaišan means the law established by the human rulers of the place (cf. p. 40-41 line 11) but this seems to be a less natural reading.

\textsuperscript{15} קלמא, klima.

\textsuperscript{16} Cf. the amazing story in Y. Avodah Zarah 2:2 (end) 41a col. 1386 ed. Zussman. This story requires study.

\textsuperscript{17} Or “to be judged and be victorious, or to be judged and be condemned.”

\textsuperscript{18} The Greek version adds “a house” which Drijvers follows.
Christian (“us Christians”) but is free of the anti-Jewish animus that will characterize so many of his Christian contemporaries and successors (like Aphrahat and Ephrem).

The passage’s content is no less remarkable than its tone. What does Bardaiṣan know about the Jews? He knows that they circumcise their sons on the eighth day, that they do not worship idols, and that they do not do any manner of work on the Sabbath. Bardaiṣan knows that the Jews have many other precepts too by which they are distinguished from other people, but he mentions only these three. He provides no details about circumcision and the avoidance of idols, but he does provide details about the avoidance of labor on Shabbat. Here in list form is his description of the Jewish Sabbath prohibitions; the Jews desist from all labor, specifically:

1. They do not build
2. They do not travel
3. They do not buy
4. They do not sell
5. They do not kill an animal
6. They do not kindle a fire
7. They do not render judgment
8. They do not go to court to be judged
9. They do not tear down
10. They do not build

If we acknowledge the repetition of building (nos. 1 and 10), a repetition for which I have no explanation\textsuperscript{19}, we are left with nine Sabbath prohibitions.

This is an extraordinarily detailed list, perhaps the most detailed list of Sabbath prohibitions from any ancient non-Jewish author.\textsuperscript{20} One Greek writer of the mid second century

\textsuperscript{19} Ute Possekel reminds me that in Syriac the root בָּנֵא, “build,” can mean “to build up, edify, compose”, and the root רָסָא, “destroy, tear down,” can mean “to refute an argument” (see the standard lexica), thus raising the possibility that the first reference to “building” is a prohibition of construction, while the latter (together with its antonym) is a prohibition of eristic debate. This prohibition of arguing pro and con is thus related to the adjacent prohibition of going to court. The prohibition of inappropriate speech on the Sabbath is certainly attested – see the discussion in Yitzhak Gilat, \textit{Studies in the Development of the Halakha} (Bar Ilan University Press, 1992) 255-258 – but I do not see how Bardaiṣan could have meant the verbs “build/tear down” to be understood in a metaphorical sense without alerting the reader. Surely the more natural reading is to understand the prohibition of building/destroying as prohibitions of construction and destruction. As for the repetition of the prohibition of building, this can be explained in various ways – or simply left alone as a lapsus calami. (If we insist on an explanation with the dignity of a Latin rhetorical term, we may call this repetition an \textit{inclusio}.)
BCE reports that the Jews neither bear arms nor farm on the Sabbath. A slightly younger contemporary, a poet, seems to allude to the Jewish abstention from using fire on the Sabbath. One Roman poet of the Augustan age seems to know that Jews would not travel on the Sabbath; another seems to know that Jews would not conduct business on the Sabbath.  

Ancient Christian authors do not know much more. So we cannot appeal to a literary tradition of non-Jews detailing the Sabbath prohibitions of Jews. Everyone in antiquity who knew anything about the Jews knew that they refrain from work on the Sabbath; but Bardaiṣan knows more details than anyone else and knows details unknown to anyone else. Whence comes this knowledge?  

Perhaps he knew some of these prohibitions from Scripture. The prohibition of kindling a fire is stated explicitly in Exodus 35:3. The prohibition of travel was deduced, by some Jews at least, from Exodus 16:29. The prohibition of buying and selling might easily be deduced from Jeremiah 17:19-27 and Nehemiah 13:15-22. The other prohibitions, however—killing an

---


21 References and discussion in Shaye J.D. Cohen, “‘Common Judaism’ in Greek and Latin Authors,” in *Redefining First-Century Jewish and Christian Identities: Essays in Honor of E.P. Sanders*, ed. Fabian Udoh et al. (University of Notre Dame 2008) 69-87, at 73-74 (referring to Agatharchides, Meleager, Tibullus, Horace). The exact reference of some of these passages is elusive.


23 Bardaiṣan writes, “they do not kindle (lit. lay down) a fire.” Cf. 1 Kings 18:23 which is rendered in the Peshitta as *אש לא אשψ . why אש ψ* ... *אש לא אשψ* ... *אש לא אשψ* 18:18:18:18 “they were kindling a fire.” Eusebius’ Greek version reads *oue puri khrōntai* and the Latin version of the Clementine Recognitions reads *nec igni utuntur,* “they do not use a fire.” Perhaps we may see here a reflection of an inner-Jewish debate about the interpretation of Exodus 35:3, with one side (the rabbinic Sages) arguing that kindling a fire is prohibited on the Sabbath, but using (for light, for warmth, etc.) a fire which had been kindled before the Sabbath is permitted, and the other side (Samaritans, medieval Karaites, perhaps ancient Sadducees and the book of Jubilees) arguing that no fire may remain lit on the Sabbath, no matter when it was kindled. On this debate see Doering, *Schabbat* 96-97, 328-331 and 492-493. The Syriac Bardaiṣan attributes to the Jews a practice consonant with that of the rabbinic sages, while the Greek Bardaiṣan attributes to them a practice consonant with that of the Karaites. It is equally possible, and I think more likely, that the Greek and Latin translators have correctly interpreted Bardaiṣan’s statement. Bardaiṣan said “kindle” but meant “allow to remain burning.” Compare *Didascalia Apostolorum* 21 p. 216 line 12 ed. Vööbus, which is translated by Vööbus “he who mourns kindles no light” but which clearly means “he who mourns uses no light” – he sits in the dark.

24 Cohen, “Origen” 165-175.

25 And perhaps Amos 8:5 and Isaiah 58:13.
animal, sitting as judge, participating in a judicial proceeding, tearing down, and building – have no basis in Scripture and must have reached Bardaišan from somewhere else. Whence?

**Bardaišan and the Jews of Edessa**

Is it possible that Bardaišan learned this list of Sabbath prohibitions by observing the behavior of the Jews of Edessa or by chatting with them? Certainly some of the nine prohibitions detailed by Bardaišan have a public dimension that might have been noticed by non-Jews. (John Chrysostom has a wonderful description of Jewish merchants who, at the approach of the Sabbath on late Friday afternoon, close up shop and refuse all offers for their merchandise. Did Bardaišan observe the same behavior in Edessa?) And certainly this section of the BLC, the response to the argument from astrological geography, gives the impression that Bardaišan is recounting things that he knows from personal experience or from living contemporaries: he speaks about current events (the Roman takeover of Arabia), about local history (King Abgar of Edessa), about the neighbors across the border (Persians), and about “us Christians.” Perhaps, then, when he is speaking about Jews, although he refers to the fact of their dispersion throughout the world, he has in mind the Jews of Edessa. If this is correct, we have recovered an important witness to the religious life of the Jews of Edessa, a subject about which we otherwise have no information. Various Christian texts imply that there was a Jewish community in the city, including a synagogue; various texts imply a close connection between the Jews of Edessa and the Jews of Adiabene, but no evidence has yet surfaced that reveals the inner life of the community. Hence the potential value of this list of Bardaišan. Here at last is a window into an important aspect of the religious life of the Jews of Edessa. We get a sense how they observed the Sabbath. Particularly interesting are the implications of number seven (and perhaps eight) on

---

26 I am not sure whether Bardaišan means “slaughtering” or “hunting.”
the list: the Jewish community of Edessa enjoyed judicial autonomy, with its own court and its own judges. The court was closed on the Sabbath.²⁹

This interpretation is possible, to be sure, but I do not see any way either to prove it or to disprove it. While it is possible that Bardaišan has given us a rare and valuable glimpse of the religious life of the Jews of Edessa, there are at least two other possibilities that we must consider.

**Bardaišan and Philo**

The *De Providentia* of Philo is extant only in Armenian, but its authenticity as a genuine work of Philo is generally acknowledged by modern scholars.³⁰ In this essay Philo, as Bardaišan would do a century and a half later, argues that we humans are moral creatures, responsible for our own actions. Part of Philo’s argument is drawn from the *nomina barbarika*, and, since this is Philo, the Jews head the list of nations whose customs are surveyed. Philo writes as follows:³¹

Have not the Jews freely chosen the law of circumcision, a law which they have never neglected but which they have transmitted instead to their descendants with such fidelity that no nativity and no constellation has been able to remove it? It is the law of the spirit which rules over them, not a horoscope. Likewise they cease from work on the seventh day, which they call the Sabbath. Furthermore, they abstain from those meats which the law does not permit. Now it cannot be said that one and the same nativity has befallen all of them, by which they are forcibly constrained to observe what God mandated to Moses. If therefore Jews display from the womb a nativity that differs in

---


³⁰ The authenticity of the *De Providentia* was first established by Wendland, *Philos Schrift über die Vorsehung*. On the Armenian version of the *De Providentia*, see Maurizio Olivieri, “Philo’s *De Providentia*: a Work between Two Traditions,” in *Studies on the Ancient Armenian Version of Philo’s Works*, ed. Sara M. Lombardi and P. Pontani (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2011) 87-124.

season, hour, and day, and nonetheless have a single manner and order of life and discipline of law, how can we say that all men are subject to horoscopes?\textsuperscript{32}

Philo provides no details. His brief survey of Jewish circumcision, abstention from labor on the Sabbath, and avoidance of forbidden meat, closely resembles Bardaišan’s survey of Jewish circumcision, the avoidance of images, and the abstention from labor on the Sabbath. The argument is the same: do not all Jews, no matter their nativity and no matter their horoscope, observe these laws? Philo, however, does not yet know the counter-argument from regional rulers and astrological geography, and the response to it. That is Bardaišan’s innovation, but otherwise this passage of Philo bears a striking resemblance to our passage of Bardaišan.\textsuperscript{33}

In another passage Philo provides a catalogue of Sabbath prohibitions that resembles Bardaišan’s. Philo argues that a true sage ought to be righteous as well as to be seen as righteous. Consequently, even those philosophically minded Jews who recognize the primacy of the inner (or allegorical or metaphorical) meaning of the commandments ought not to slight their literal observance, because a sage should behave in a way that will not upset his brethren.\textsuperscript{34}

Philo illustrates this argument by citing a few commandments that a sage must not slight. His first example is the Sabbath; he writes as follows:\textsuperscript{35}

It is quite true that the Seventh Day is meant to teach the power of the Unoriginate and the non-action of created beings. But let us not for this reason abrogate the laws laid down for its observance and light fires or till the ground or carry loads or institute proceedings in court or judge\textsuperscript{36} or demand the restoration of deposits or recover loans or do all else that we are permitted to do as well on days that are not festival seasons.

Philo’s list of Sabbath prohibitions is:

\textsuperscript{32} Nonne et Judaei legem circumcisionis libero arbitrio elegerunt, quam nusquam dimisere, sed potius per successionem posteris suis praebuere: ita ut nec natalitia, neque constellationes potuerint eam tollere? Lex enim mentis imperat eis, non genethlialogia. Eodem modo cessant ab operibus die septima, quam Sabbatum ipsi appellant. Necnon ab illis carnibus, quas lex non permisit, abstinent. Nequit autem dici, quod unum ac idem omnibus contigerit natalitium quo adigantur per vim id servare quod Moysi Deus in mandatis dedit. Si ergo diversis temporibus horis ac diebus Judaei praeferunt ex utero natalitium, et nihilominus una est illis ratio vitae ac ordo legisque disciplina, quomodo universos homines dicamus genethlialogiae esse subjectos.

\textsuperscript{33} Wendland noticed the striking parallel between Philo and Bardaišan, and, as a good German scholar of the nineteenth century, suggested a common source. A simpler suggestion is that Philo introduced the Jews into the nomima barbarika argument, and Bardaišan was inspired by Philo. But did Bardaišan know Philo? See below.

\textsuperscript{34} Cf. Paul, 1 Corinthians 8.


\textsuperscript{36} Colson translates “act as jurors.”
1. Not to light fires
2. Not to till the ground
3. Not to carry loads
4. Not to institute proceedings in court
5. Not to judge
6. Not to demand restoration of deposits
7. Not to recover loans

Philo and Bardaišan have three prohibitions in common: not to light a fire, not to render judgment, not to go to court. In addition Bardaišan’s prohibitions of buying and selling are thematically related to Philo’s prohibitions of demanding restoration of deposits and recovering loans. In spite of these overlaps Philonic Sabbath piety does not precisely line up with Bardaišan’s; nowhere does Philo explicitly prohibit traveling, killing an animal, tearing down, or building on the Sabbath. However, Bardaišan’s list is similar to Philo’s in length and content, and the overlap between them, as well as the parallel between the BLC and Philo’s De Providentia, suggest that Bardaišan may well have derived at least some of his information about the Sabbath from Philo. If this is correct, Bardaišan’s list of Sabbath prohibitions tells us little about the Jews of Edessa in the third century but may tell us something about Hellenistic Jewry at an earlier time (first century CE?). The major objection here is that there is little evidence to support, and much reason to doubt, the suggestion that Bardaišan knew the works of Philo.

Bardaišan and the Mishnah

There is one more possibility to explore. Edessa is about 400 miles (600 km) by air to the Galilee, where the sages were creating the Mishnah at precisely the same time that Bardaišan was discussing fate and astral determinism with his students, and a little more than 400 miles (600 km) by air to Mahoza, the heartland of what would soon become rabbinic Babylonia. Edessenes spoke Aramaic, as did the rabbinic sages. Did the Jews of Edessa have contacts with
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37 Bardaišan’s prohibition of going to court for trial is not exactly the same as Philo’s prohibition of instituting legal proceedings, but they are close.
38 For the Sabbath prohibitions according to Philo, see Doering, Schabbat 315-366. Other lists of Sabbath prohibitions appear in Jubilees 2:29-30 and 50:6-13 and Damascus Covenant 10:14-11:18, but I don’t believe that they have any connection with Bardaišan.
39 Drijvers, “Edessa und das judische Christentum” 25, flirts with the idea that Bardaišan knew Philo (see too Ramelli, Bardaišan of Edessa 23). David T. Runia, Philo in early Christian Literature (Assen: van Gorcum, 1993) 22 n. 90 reports that Drijvers later abandoned this suggestion. Ute Possekel observes that the works of Philo were never translated into Syriac.
the rabbinic sages of either Roman Palaestina or Parthian/Sassanian Babylonia? Did they know the Mishnah? Or perhaps may we imagine that Bardaiṣan had a conversation with a rabbinic Jew and thus learned about Jewish Sabbath prohibitions?

The Mishnah lists thirty nine labors prohibited on the Sabbath. Four of Bardaiṣan’s nine prohibited labors appear on the Mishnah’s list: not to light a fire, not to kill an animal, not to tear down, not to build. The recurrence of the oppositional pair of tearing down/building is noteworthy, since this pair of prohibitions is first attested in ancient Judaism in this Mishnah. Also noteworthy is the fact that all the remaining prohibitions on Bardaiṣan’s list are also prohibited by rabbinic tradition, if not on the Mishnah’s canonical list of prohibited Sabbath labors then elsewhere, if not exactly as formulated by Bardaiṣan then close to it: not to travel, not to judge (and by extension not to go to court), not to buy and sell.

Bardaiṣan’s list is entirely consistent with rabbinic Sabbath piety. May we conclude that Bardaiṣan’s list of Sabbath prohibitions is evidence – our first and only piece of ancient evidence – for the extension of rabbinic piety from Roman Palaestina (or perhaps Parthian/Sassanian Babylonia) to Edessa? As before, a definitive response is beyond our grasp, but I believe that the answer is more likely to be a no than a yes. To establish a connection between the two documents or between the two pieties we should like to see some unusual law, some striking expression, some unusual observance in common. In our case the strongest evidence for a connection between Bardaiṣan’s list and the Mishnah is that both have the paired prohibitions of tearing down and building. That is all; is that enough? Bardaiṣan does not mention any of the most characteristic rulings and concerns of Mishnah Shabbat, such as the prohibition of transporting an item from one domain to another, the construction of an eruv, the prohibition of moving even within one’s domain an item which has no permitted use on the Sabbath, the distinction between acts that are prohibited but non-culpable and acts that are prohibited and culpable, the importance of preparing food and utensils in advance of the Sabbath, etc. Had
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40 M. Shabbat 7:2. The Mishnah prohibits both slaughtering and hunting.

41 Not to ride on an animal M. Betsah 5:2; not to travel more than 2000 cubits M. Sotah 5:3. See note 23 above.

42 M. Betsah 5:2 (prohibits judging and other judicial acts); M. Sanhedrin 4:1; cf. Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 16.163.

43 Cf. M. Shabbat 23:1-3; B. Betsah 37a. As noted above the prohibition of buying and selling is biblical: Amos 8:5; Isaiah 58:13; (Jeremiah 17:21-27); Nehemiah 13:15-22.

44 As is the case with Origen, who mentions the prohibition of wearing nailed sandals; see Cohen, “Origen.”
Bardaišan mentioned any of these there would be no doubt that he – or his informant or perhaps the Jewish community of Edessa – is familiar with Mishnaic law and rabbinic piety. But he does not mention any of these. I think the burden of proof is upon the one who would argue that rabbinic Jews could be found in Edessa; an ambiguous passage from the BLC of Bardaišan is not sufficient. The more natural assumption is that the Jews of Edessa were a Hellenistic Jewish diaspora community; such communities, to be sure, may have had connections with the rabbinic sages of Roman Palaestina, but ultimately had a separate existence. The Jews of Edessa did not look to the Talmudic sages for guidance and instruction. Edessa is not mentioned even once in either the Talmud of the land of Israel or the Talmud of Babylonia.

**Conclusion**

In his BLC Bardaišan includes a list of nine (ten) labors that Jews do not perform on the Sabbath. For Bardaišan the universality of this Jewish practice is evidence against the belief in astral determinism and astral geography. How did Bardaišan learn this list of labors that Jews avoid on the Sabbath? In this essay I have surveyed three answers to this question, each of which is possible, none of which is verifiable. Each of which, if correct, bears with it a substantial scholarly novelty.

First, perhaps Bardaišan’s source is the Jewish community of Edessa. Bardaišan is reporting what he saw, and he saw the behavior of the Jews of Edessa. They observed the Sabbath by (among other things) abstaining from these nine labors. If correct, this explanation is news indeed, for we otherwise have no information about the religious observances of the Jews of Edessa. The strongest argument in its favor is that in this section of the BLC Bardaišan seems to be relaying information that he knows first-hand either through personal experience or through speaking with contemporaries, but we have no way of assessing the plausibility or implausibility of this explanation.

Second possibility: perhaps Bardaišan knew the works of Philo. From Philo he will have learned the utility of citing Jewish observances in an anti-astrological argument, and from Philo
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45 Doron Mendels and Arye Edrei, Zweierlei Diaspora: zur Spaltung der antiken jüdischen Welt (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2010).
he might have learned at least some of the content of his list of Sabbath prohibitions. The culture of Edessa was heavily Hellenized; even the Syriac speakers knew Greek, Greek literature, and Greek philosophy, so there is nothing implausible about this explanation. But if correct, this explanation is news indeed, because there otherwise is no evidence that Bardaiṣan knew Philo.

Third possibility: perhaps there is a connection between Bardaiṣan’s list and the Mishnah, which was being composed at the same time as the BLC. Perhaps a Jew from Palaestina came to Edessa with the Mishnah in his backpack\(^\text{47}\) and told Bardaiṣan about the Mishnah’s Sabbath prohibitions. Or perhaps we might imagine (returning to the first possibility) that the Jews of Edessa were observing the Sabbath rabbinically and mishnaically. The advantage of this explanation is that it accounts for all the items on Bardaiṣan’s list. If correct, this explanation is news indeed, for we otherwise have no indication of any connection between the Jews of Edessa and the rabbinic sages of Roman Palaestina.

Since possibilities two and three each stumble over a serious objection – if we are to believe that Bardaiṣan knew Philo or that the Mishnah reached Edessa, we need more and better evidence than what I have provided here– that leaves the first possibility as the most plausible. Bardaiṣan’s list of Sabbath prohibitions most probably derives from his own eye-witness familiarity with the practices of the Jews of Edessa. They were a Sabbath-observant community; their Sabbath piety was consistent with rabbinic piety, but there is no evidence that they had any knowledge of the rabbinic textual tradition.

\(^{47}\) His metaphorical backpack – the Mishnah was an oral text.